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Instability In Shear of Simply Supported Square Plates 
With Reinforced Hole 

By Wilhelmina D. Kroll 

The cri tical shear stresscs werc dete rmined for five elastic, simply supporled sq ua rc 

plates with central circular holes of diam eter one-eight and one-fourth the length of a s id e. 

Comparison of t he Jlumeri cal res ul ts obtained with those computed for plates without holes 

sho\\'s t hat, although an unreinforccd hole may cause a large r eduction in t he cr itical shcar 

st ress of the p la te, rein fo rcement of the hole by a circu lar doubler plate causes a substantial 

increase in the shear buck li ng load. 

1. Introduction 

Holes must frequently be cut in the stressed 
skin surfaces of ai rplane wings or fuselages to 
provide access to the interior of th e wing or fu se
lage. T o preyent weakening of the entire struc
ture thereby, the hole is usually reinforced by a 
circular doubler plate riveted to Lhe inner surface 
of the sh eet. 

The presen t report is one of a series of Lud ies 
undertaken for the Bureau of Aero nautics, Navy 
Depart.ment, in order to understand more fully 
the effect of reinforcements in strengthening and 
stabilizing th e stru cture around a hole. In 
r eference [1),1 a theoretical investigat ion was 
presented of the effect of various reinforcements 
on the stresses and displacements near a small 
circular hole in a plane sheet under uniform ten
sion in all direct ions. N"umerical valu es of stress 
concentration and of radial displacement at the 
edge of the hole for various doubler plates indi
cated that the greatest reduction in stress con
centration for a given volume of reinforcing 
material occurs when the outer radius of the 
reinforcement is smallest and that the reduction 
in distortion of the hole depends principally upon 
the yolume of the reinforcement. 

Tests were macle on plates with reinforced 
circuhtI" holes, under uniform tens ion in one 
directio n only, reference [1], to check the th eo rl'Li
cal analysis, and it was found that, if the rein force-

1 Figures in brackets indicate l he li terature references at the end of tbis 
paper. 
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ments were attached to the sheet with t \,IO con
centric rows of rivets or bonded to the sheet, the 
theo ret ical analys is gave a sufficiently accmate 
descrip tion of the stresses and displacements 1Il 

the neighborhood of the hole. 
In reference [2], results of compl'ess ive tesLs of 

curved panels with circular holes unreinforced or 
reinforced with doubler p lates are gi \Ten, which 
show that curvature has no appreciable effect on 
th e median fib er strain dis tribution around a hole 
and that the" plane stress theory can be used to 
reliably predi ct the stress dist ribu tion in the un
reinforced regions of curved panels with holes. 

A theoretical analysis for the s tress distribution 
in a flat plate near a rei nforcccl circular hole 
loaded by a pin was presented in reference [3]. 
R esults obtained in the theoretical analysis and 
those from a test of a plate of sandwi ch con
struction showed good agreement. 

A method is presented in reference [4] for deter
mining the instability und er edge compression of 
a rectangular plate with a reinforced circular hole. 
The values of cri tical compressive st l"Csses of 
square plates obtained by this m ethod indicated 
that, al though the buckling stress of a plate is re
duced only a small amount by the presence of an 
unreinforcecl hole, reinforcement of the hole causes 
a substantial increase in the buckling stress. 
R einforcement of a hole, therefo re, can be expected 
to s tabilize as well as strengthen the structure in 
the neighborhood of a hole when the structure is 
under compressive load. 
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Using the method of reference [4], a study is 
made in this report of the effect of the reinforce
ment of a circular hole in a square plate on the 
stability of the plate under shearing loads uni
formly distributed along the edges of the plate. 

II. Method of Analysis 

In reference [4], an energy method was presented 
for computing the compressive buckling load of a 
simply supported elastic rectangular plate having 
a central circular hole reinforced by a circular 
doubler plate. This method can also be used to 
determine tlie critical shearing stress for simply 
supported rectangular plates having a central 
circular hole. 

The integrals I I and 12 ,which must be evaluated 
for the plate are: 

I1=JJ D {(~:~+ ~~~y-
surface 

2 (1- }l) [~2; ~~~-(::~y)] }dx dy 

surface 

()1I (OW)2 +2 T XY ow OW] dx dt . 
Too oy T ", oX oy y . 

(1) 

j 
where h= plate thickness, function of x and y; 

x, y = rectangular coordinates with origin at 
cen ter of plate; 

w= lateral deflection of plate ; 
D= Eh3/ 12(l- }l2), flexural rigidity of plate, 

function of x and y ; 
}l = Poisson's ratio , 0.3; 

()x= tensile stress in x direction; 
()y= tensile stress in y direction; 

Txy = shear stress in x and y directions; 
Too = shear stress in x and y directions far 

from the hole. 
The stress ratios ()x/T", , ()v/Too and Tx y/Too just 

prior to buckling may be obtained from reference 
[4] in the following way. If the origin of coordi
nates is taken as shown in figure 1, shear stresses 
along the edges of the plate will be equivalent to 
tensile stresses acting at the edge of the plate at 
8= 45° and equal compressive stresses acting at 
the edge of the plate at 1) = - 45°. The constants 
F and K of reference [4] are zero in the case of 
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shear loading. The stresses ()r/ T ", , rJ6/Too , and 
T r6 / T ", referred to polar coordinates r, I) are then 
gIven as 

where 

rJr/T", = - (A + 3CR4/r4+ 2DR2/r2) 

cos 2 (8+~) 
rJe jT", = (A + 6Br2jR2+ 3CR4/r4) 

cos 2 (8+~) 

TrO/T",'= (A +3Br2jR2-3CR4jr4 -

DR2jr2) sin 2 (I)+~) 

(2) 

1', I) = polal' coordina tes with ongm at 
center of hole (see fig. 1) ; 

1) = angle between radius r to point and 
posi tive horizontal axis. Positive 
8 measured in counter clockwise 
direction; 

R = radius of hole ; 
A , B , C, D= coefficients with different values 111 

sheet and reinforced region. 

,....
C ,/ 

/ 
I B 

/ 

./" 

---

J 
/ 

/ 
/ 

FIGURE 1. Subdivision of plate into thTee portions A, B , 
and C, in evaluating 12 

The values of A, B , C, and D may be determined 
as outlined in reference [4]. The stresses in rec
tangular coordinates may be computed from the 
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stresses in polar coordinates , eq 2, by use of the 
conversion formulas: 

} IT,- ITo . 9 (J + 2(J 
TxV = - 2- Sin ~ T rO cos 

(3) 

The lateral deflection, W, of a simply suppor ted 
rectangular plate of length a and wid th b can be 
approximated by the first terms in the trigono
metric series 

7rX 7ry . 27rX . 2 7rY 
W= (~II cos a cos b +a22 sm a sm - b- + 

7rX 3 'Try 3 7rX 7ry 
((13 cos a cos - b- +a31 cos a cos b + 

. 2 7rX . 4 7rY + 
a24 sm a S ill - b-· . (4) 

After substitu ting eq 4 in to eq 1 and performing 
the indica ted in tegration by a numerical proce
dure, the integrals I I and 12 become quadratic 
expressions in terms of the coeffi cients all , a22, 
a13, . The cri t ical value of T "" the 
shear stress far from the hole, at which buckling 
of th e plate occurs is that value of T a> which re
duces to zero the determinan t of th e coefficien ts 
of all, ((22, a13, etc. in the set of simul taneo us 
equations 

(5) 

III. Numerical Integration 

The H aluation of the integrals in eq l over the 
surface of the plate could not be don e directly , 
since the plates have a rec tangular ou ter boundary 
and a circular inner boundary and involve a stress 
that is a complicated function when expressed in 
rectangular coordinates. 

The in tegral I I, eq 1, was taken as 

(6) 
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where I Ja= the integral I I for the surface enclosed 
by the outer rectangular boundary 
of the plate, taking the fl exural 
rigidi ty D= D I , the value of D in 
the unreinforced port ion of the 
plate ; 

i lb = the in tegral I I fo r the surface enclosed 
by the outer circular boundary 
of th e reinforcement taking 
D= D2- DI , where D2 is the valu e 
of D in the reinforcement; 

Il c= the in tegral I I for the surface enclosed 
by the circular bound ary of the 
hole taking D= D2 • 

The double in tegration necessary Lo evaluate 
I ta could always be don e directly , but this was 
not possibl e in evalu ating lI b and Il c. Th e inte
grals I Jb and I lc were obtain ed by in tegr ating 
directly wi th respect to x and using Ga uss' method 
of numerical in tegration, refe rence [5], for in te
gra t ing with respect to y. In all cases except 
case 2, five Gau s poin ts were used in this num er
ical integration as compu tations showed that, 
in increasing Lhe number of poin ts used from 
three to fi ve, the value of Lhe cri tical stre s was 
changed only 2 pOl·cent. If more th an five poin ts 
had been used, the change in the value of the 
cri Lical sLress would have been even less. For 
case 2, three Gauss poin ts were used in evalu a ting 
I lc because the circular area over which I lc was 
evaluated had a mu ch smaller radius for case 2 
than for the other cases. 

The in tegral 12 was evaJu ated as the sum of 

three integrals 

(7) 

where I 2a = the integral 12 for the circular e1isk 
of the' reinforcecl area (A, fig. 1) ; 

I 2b= the in tegral 12 fo r the circular disk 
between the outer boundary of 
the reinforcement and the largest 
in scribed ci rcle in the plate (B , 
fi g. 1; 

I 2c= Lhe in tegral 1 2 for the remaind er of 
the plate (0 , fig. 1). 

Th e in tegeal for each circular portion was deter
mined usina- Gauss' method of numerical in te-, . b 
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gration, by first integrating numerically in a 
circumferential direction and then in a radial 
direction. The integral for the remainder of the 
plate was obtained also by using Gauss' m ethod , 
first integrating num erically in the x-direction and 
then in the y-direction. 

A typical distribution of Gauss points for com
puting 12 is shown in figure 2 for one-eighth of a 
square plate with a central circular hole. For 
this distribution, the in tegral of a function F over 
the portion of the plate surface enclosed by heavy 
lines in figure 2 is 

f f FdA=~2 [0 .0481444F1+ O.0770310F2+ O.0481444Fa+ 0.0380048F4+ O.0571 868F5+ 

0.0914988F6 + 0.0571868F7 + O.0727220Fs+ 0.116355F9 + 0.0727220F10 + 

• So. 

.30. 

.2Q 

. 10. 

o 

FIGURE 2. 

Point 
I ---

I 
2 

3 
4 
5 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
II 
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F F W 0.0337158 11 + 0.0539452 12+ 0.03371 58F1a + 0.0142967 F14 + O.0228747 F 15 + 

0.0142967 FI6+ 0.01 81805F17+ 0.0290888FlS+ 0.0181805F19+ 0.00842899F20+ 

0.01 34864F21 + 0.00842899Fd 

wh ere FI ; F2, F3 , ••• F22 are values of the function I 

'(',' F at th e positions shown in Figure 2. 
In each case a sufficient number of Gauss points 

was used to reduce the estimated error to less than 
5 percent . Twenty-two points for each octant of 
th e pIa te were used for cases 1, 3, and 4; twen ty
eight points for case 2; and twenty-five points for 
case 5. 

As an indication of th e adequacy of the numer
ical integration m ethods used, the cri tical sh ear 
stress of a square plate without a hole was deter
mined by approximating the deflec tion by 

7rX 7ry . 27rX . 27rY 
w= al1 cos - cos - -+a2? sm -- sm --, a a . a a 

Distribution of Gauss points for comput'ing 
12 for case 3, 

integrating for 11, eq 1, exactly and integrating 
for 12, eq 1, both exactly and by numerical 
integration with 22 points in on e-eighth of th e 
plate as shown in figure 3. The resulting cri tical 
stresses differ ed by 0.8 percen t. In the case of a 
plate with a reinforced hole, i t is probable that 
th e more complicated str ess distribution and the 
use and prominen ce of higher order terms in 
the series used for the deflection will cause the 
error to be somewhat high er. 

Coordi nates of points 

x/a y/a Point 

0.469052 0.206523 ]2 
. 469052 . 32111 5 13 
. 469052 .435706 14 
.384501 .352062 15 
. 469978 .041709 ]6 

.435910 . 180559 17 

.361818 .302831 18 

.373,\32 .033150 19 

.346455 . 143506 20 

.287568 . 240686 21 

. 277086 .024591 22 

I x/a 
----

0.257000 
. 213318 
. 234988 
. 217954 
.180908 

. 186766 

. 173228 

. 143784 

. 138543 

. 128501 

. 106659 

y!a 

0.106453 
. 178541 
.020855 
.090280 
, 151415 

. 016575 

. 071753 

. ] 20343 

. 012295 

.053227 

.089271 

IV. Convergence of Deflection Function 

The correct value of 7 00 for buckling of th e 
plate is that valu e of 7 00 Iyhich redu ces th e 
determinant of th e coefficients of a11 , a22 , ala, ... , 
in the infini te set of eq 5 to zero. In order to 
limit the work of computing T oo to a finite amount, 
preliminary computations were made to deter-
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mmc vhich tcrms in the deflection function, eq 4, 
were most important in evaluating T a> . The 
computations were made for the plate of case 
3, Lable 1. 

TABLE 1. Dimensions Jor square plates investigated 

T h ickness 

C ase LengLh 
of sid e 

Radius of 
hol e, R 

Outer 
rad ius of 
reinforce

ment Reinforced I Un,rein -
region fOI <?cd 

regIOn 

------ -- ---.~ -----------

0. 125 a (a) 

.0625 a (0) 

. 125 a 0.25 {£ 

. 125 a . 25 " 

.125 a . 18i5 " 

a Hole in plate not reinforced . 

. Sa 

.4a 

.30 

.20 

.10 

\ 

.2.0 .30 

X 

(a) 

(a) 

2.0 h 

1.5 h " 
3.4 h h 

\. 
\. 

\ 
\ 

\ 
\" 
\ 
\ 

.40 

\ 
\ 

.50 

FIG UllE 3. Distribut ion of Gauss points f01' rmnpllting 
/ 2 for case of plate withollt a hole. 

USillg the distribution of points shown in figure 
4 to carry out the numerical integration for 12 , 

the crit ical shear stress T oo was 18.78 Eh2/a2 using 
on ly the first two terms of eq 4, 

7rX 7ry 27rx 2rry 
w= a , cos - cos - +a92 cos -- cos --. 

I. a a - a a 

Using as the deflcction fuw)tioJl 

7rX 7r1.J . 27rX . 27rY 
w= aJl cos cos - +a22 sm -- Slll+ a a a a 

Instability of Plate with Circular Hole 

.50 

.40 

. .30 \ 
\ 

.Za \-
\ 

.10 \ 
\ 

o ~----~~--~--~--~----~----~ 
o .10 .20 .30 .40 .Sa 

X 
F I GU R E 4. Dis tributi on of Gauss points fo r evaillating [ 2 i n 

st udy of convergence of deflection fllnction. 

T oo was 1 .10 Eh2/a2, a deCl'case of 3 .6 percent. 
Us ing 

7rX 7ry . 2 7rX . 2 7rY 
w= a ll ('0 - cos - +a22 Slll -- Sll1 - + 

a a a a 

T oo was 17.46 E h,z/a2, a deCI'case of 7.0 p ercent. 
Using 

7rX 7ry ,27rX . 27rY 
w= all cos - (' os - +a29 Sill -- sm --+ a a - a a 

T oo was 17,37 Eh2/a2 , a dCCI'case of 7.5 percent. 
Using 

7rX 7ry . 27rX . 27rY 
w= a ll cos - cos - +a22 sIn -- sm --+ a a (~a 

T oo was 18.50 Eh2/a2, a de0rcase of 1.5 percent. 
Using 

7rX 7rY + ,27rx. 27rY + 
w= al l cos (L cos a- a22 sin a sm a-

T a> was 18.58 Eh2/a2 , a decr ease of 1.1 percent. 
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The use of additional terms of the trigono
metric series with the first two terms probably 
would have shown a propor tionately smaller 
decrease in the bu ckling load . Therefore , it IS 

believed that the function 

7rX 7ry . 27rx . 27rY 
W= all cos a cos a+a22 SIll a sm ----a-+ 

37rx 37rY . 27rx . 47rY 
a33 cos - cos --+a24 sm - sm - - + a a a a 

approximated the lateral deflection of a square 
plate with simply supported edges under shearing 
loads with suffi cient accuracy. This deflection 
functi.on was used in the computations of the 
criti cal shearing stresses. 

After the critical shearing stresses had been 
computed for the five square plates considered in 
this report, the relative importance of the various 
terms in the deflection fun ction was determi.ned. 
Values of a22 were 25 to 42 percent of all; coeffi
cien ts a33, a24, and a42 were 0.4 to 5.0 percent of 
all. It seems reasonable to assume that higher 
order terms would have been even small er as 
compared to all and that the most importan t 
terms were used for the deflection in all cases. 

The number of points used in the numerical 
integration for 12 has an effect on the accuracy of 
the determ ination of the cri tical stress. To 
carry out a complete investigation of convergence, 
as more points are used, was no t possible because 
of the amount of work involved. To obtain a 
par tial indication of the accuracy to be expected, 
however , the critical stress for case 3, table 1, was 
compu ted using various deflection functions and 
using both the dis tribu tion of poin ts in figure 2 
and that in figure 4 for computing 12 . The results 
are giyen in table 2. 

TABLE 2. Values of c1'itical stress obtained from the spacings 
of Gauss points investigated 

Cri tical s tress Critical stress 
'r erm s in deflection using points in using pOints in Ditfer· 

function eq 4 figure 4 for 1, fi gure 2 for 1, ence 
T " T " 

---

Percent 
UIl, UZ2 18.78 E h' ja2 20.05 Eh' ja2 7 

(il1,(l22,0 33 ] 7.46 E h2ja2 18.56 Eh2ja' 6 
a.ll,U22, u N, a I2 17.37 E h' ja' 18.21 Eh'ja2 5 
ull,a:n,a35,uS3 18 .50 Eh'ja2 19.58 Eh'ja' 6 
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It was decided on the basis of these computa
tions that the use of the point distribution III 

figure 2 would be acceptable. 
The over-all accuracy of the computations of 

critical stress are estimated to be such that the 
critical stresses are within 7 percent of the exact 
values for the cases investigated. 

v. Results and Discussion 

The critical shear stress was determined for five 
square plates with reinforced and unreinfol'ced 
holes, figure 5. The dimensions for the plates are 
given in table l. 

The analysis gave the critical sh ear stress far 
from the hole T oo , corresponding to the stress dis
tribution for a pla te und er uniform shear at an 
infinite distance from the hole. The shear stress 
T oo is larger than the average sh ear stress on th e 

1 
1 
1 

CASE I CASE 2 
"- "- ""- .L..- ~ ~ 

1 
1 0 
1 
1 

--,.. -,.. 
W22222zza ' 22222 22 0 PU? ??????I P22222??22a 

SECTION A-A 

CASE 3 
"---- .L..- "--

@ 

1 
1 
1 
1 

CASE 4 

1 
1 @ 1 
1 

--.- --,. 

EZ2222~ -~~22Z2 2J 

CASE 5 

L--___ _ ---J 

~ 
~ 

FIGURE 5. Loading of square plates with simply supported 
edges . (Dimensions in table 1. ) 
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center cross section obtained by dividing the load 
on that section by ah. A better value of the 
average buckling stress TeT of the plate was ob
ta ined from 

(9) 

where PI = shearing force acting on edge of plate; 
P2 = shearing force transmitted across center 

section, y = O. 

The value of PI was obtained by numerical integra
t ion and the value of P2 by direct integration of 
the stresses Txy given by eq 3. Values of T oo , 

TI = P jah, T2 = P2/ah, and TeT are given in table 3. 

TABLE 3. Critical sheaI' st7'ess jor plates investigated 

Case T oo T , T , T " 

E'h2 
- -- -- - - ---- - ---- --_.-. -----.----- 8 .44 ---riZ 

Ell '! I':h' E'h2 F:h' 
6.95 "' 6.94 7 6.11 "' 0.5.3 (i"Z 

8 5' Ell. ' Ell. ' Ell..' F:II ' 
. .) aZ 8.557 8.29 7 8.12 7 

Eh 2 lEII 2 Ell. ' I':'" 
17.47 7 17.52 (;2 17.01 (i2 17 .27 

a ~ 

Ell 2 . Eh' Ell. ' /C'h ' 
10.4 ')7 IO.4G 7 9. 78 --a2 10. 12 aZ 

/<:h' 288' Ell ' Eh2 /I.,'h 2 
28.83 7 . II (1 2 27.80 aZ 28.3:1 U' 

~. 

It was assumed that th e boundaries of the 
square plates were suffi ciently far from the hole 
so that only a uniform sh ear was acting on th e 
boundari es . N umerical in Legration of the stresses 
(}x as given by eq 3 on th e boundary of th e plate 
showed that th ere was an average compressive 
str ess on half th e side of th e plate and a tensi le 
str ess on the other half equal to 3 to 12 percent 
of the shear stress. This accounts for the small 
cl iffer en ces in the values of T1 and T 2 . 

The sh ear buckling stress of a simply supported 
square plate of constant thickness is given on 
page 360 of reference [6] ( taking Poisson's ratio 
as 0.3) as 

(10) 

Comparison of this value, case 0, table 3, with the 
valu es of the critical stresses for cases 1 and 2 
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- - ------_._---

shows that the unreinforced holes of diameter one
fourth and one-eighth the length of a side r edu ced 
th e budding stresses by 22.6 and 0.2 percen t, re
spectively. Comparison of the value for case 0 
with the values for cases 3 to 5 of table 3 shows 
that reinforcement of the hole increased the sh ear 
buckling str ess of the plate over that for a plate 
without a hole from 20 to 236 percent. These 
percentages are to be taken only as indications of 
the order of magnitud e since th e accuracy of th e 
present determination of criti cal stresse i esti
mated to be 7 percent. 

The effect of thickness of the reinforcement on 
the bu ckling load is seen by comparing cases 3 
and 4, table 3. In these cases, the hole size and 
area of the reinforcing material is the same, but 
th e thickn ess of th e r einforcement of ease 4 is only 
one-half the thi ckness of th e reinforcement of 
case 3. The buck:ling load for case 3 is 71 percent 
higher than that for case 4 . 

The effect of shape of reinforcem ent on the 
criti cal sh ear stress is indicated by comparing 
cases 3 and 5, table 3. The volume of material 
reinforcing the holes in th ese two cases is the 
sam e, but th e reinforcing material is concen trated 
n earer th e edge of the hole in case 5 than it is in 
ease 3. The buckling stress is 64 percent greater 
for case 5 than for case 3. 

Comparison of the valu es fol' case 1 and cases 
3 to 5 shows that reinforcement of th e hole raises 
the critical sh ear stress from 55 to 334 percent, 
depend Lng on Lhe thickness and sh ape of th e 
l'einforcem el1 t. 

VI. Conclusions 

Using a numerical proced ure for evalua t ing Llle 
in tegrals for the en ergy stored in a pla te, th e 
critical sh ear stress can be esLimated for plates 
with circular holes and doubler p late reinforcement. 

The critical sh earing stress of plates may be 
reduced considerably by the presence of unrein
forced holes. A square plate with a hole diameter 
one-eighth the length of a side showed practically 
no red ucLion in critica 1 sh earing stress, but a sq uare 
p late wi th a hole diameter twice as long showed a 
redu ct ion of 23 percent. 
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R einforcemen t of th e doubler plate type causes 
marked increases in the cri tical shear stress. The 
critical shearing stresses were 55 to 334 percent 
higher than that for a plate with the same size 
unreinforced hole. 

The yolume and shape of the reinforcement has 
a marked effect on the critical shearing stress. 
The critical stresses for two plates with the same 
size hole and same area of reinforcement, but 
differen t thickness, were compared. The critical 
stress increased from 10.12 Eh2 ja2 to 17 .27 Eh2ja2 , 

an increase of 71 percent, when the thickness of 
the reinforced region was increased from 1.5 h to 
2.0 h. The critical stresses for two plates with 
the same size hole and same volume of reinforcing 
material were compared. The plate with the 
material concentrated closer to the edge of the 
hole had a 64 percent larger cri tical shearing stress. 
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